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solidus snake also knows them as the patriots but was unaware of their power or the
extent of their plans, as he was rescued by raiden, whose actions were designed to

draw out and separate snake from the patriots. furthermore, snake himself is not the
only one who knows the patriots' true identity, as shown by his confrontations with

miles edgeworth in the trailer for metal gear solid v: the phantom pain, as well as his
being called out on his name by ocelot. although they don't have a direct

appearance in the non-canon game metal gear solid mobile , they are alluded to, as
otacon mentioned when revealing himself that he had to hack an ai in order to find

snake, and also indicated that said ai was powerful enough that he had to expend all
of his hacking abilities just to even crack into it, showcasing just how powerful the ai
was and causing him to suspect that snake's captors had near-limitless resources.

where r2 is the radius at which the density profile has a slope of 2 and 2 is the
density at that radius. the third parameter, n, is the einasto index and sets the
general shape of the density profile. as shown in chemin et al. (2011), among

others, increasing the einasto index at fixed r2 and 2 increases and steepens the
density profile in the central part of the halo, making it more cuspy, the central

density being given by 0=2exp(2n). hence, n6 dmo halos are indeed cuspy, even
though they display a tiny core very close to the centre. conversely, at fixed n1 the
profile is more cored, and the characteristic radius r2 is a good proxy for the core-

size.
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The Patriots' almost mystical-like AI would then later manipulated Snake's bandages
to leave him as a contestant on a new game show called Solid State Survivor, in

which the whole thing is portrayed as a game show designed to further the Patriots'
interests in a race against time to discover what the Patriots want. Despite his

severe injuries, Snake becomes aware that he is well beyond expectations, and that
he must try to win to make up for his mistreatment of his loved ones, as well as the
pointless war that has been ongoing between the Patriots and the FOXHOUND units,

and to stop them from destroying the world. Snake learns that he is supposed to
save the world from the Patriots' desire to control and use it, but he must make it so
they will never have the chance again. Snake becomes aware of the extent of the S3
plan with Raiden, and deliberately starts a war between the Patriots and FOXHOUND
units. Snake uses the people of FOXHOUND's body, both in their headquarters and
its other camps, to pinpoint the location of the Patriots' chalet, where he finds more
survivors of the S3 plan, and even captures the GW AI in command of the army, as

the earlier Raiden AI had instructed him to; as such, the GW AI is the only AI to
survive the fall of Patriots' chalet. He beats the GW AI, but is not allowed to kill it as

it informs him that it is not loyal to the Patriots or to him. The GW AI instead tells
him he must save the people he holds dear and the world for the Patriots' sake so

that the Patriots may never use the Digital World again. The GW AI begs Snake to kill
him as it reveals that it, with the Patriots' help, created the reality of the Digital

World. With several options that allow him to save himself, Snake chooses the option
that involves killing the GW AI. 5ec8ef588b
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